This book presents an up-to-date overview of numerical methods for the solution of inviscid and viscous flows with particular emphasis on finite volume and finite element methods. The book comprises four chapters which provide comprehensive information for: (i) basic concepts and equations; (ii) basic facts from the theory of Euler and Navier-Stokes equations; (iii) numerical methods for nonlinear hyperbolic systems in the context of finite volume methods; and (iv) numerical methods for finite element solution of compressible flow.
turbulence) are modelled in those computations. This omission will create some confusion for the reader. Nevertheless, a comprehensive description of the methods and their properties is given, including several references from recent and past literature.
Overall, despite the limitations mentioned above, the book contains substantial information on numerical schemes within the finite volume and finite element frameworks. A particularly interesting part in this book is the implementation of state-of-the-art methods in the context of unstructured grids. The book is therefore a welcome addition to the computational fluid dynamics literature.
Dimitris Drikakis
Applied This fresh new book should be read by anybody who is interested in computational fluid dynamics. CFD books usually treat the subject as an attractive application for applied mathematics; pages of integrals are lovingly converted to differentials, then to tensors, then back to integrals again. Interesting properties are explored: monotone solutions; entropy principles; and so on. Towards the end of such books the author apologetically mentions meshes and hints that real flows around real geometries might produce meshes that are rather ugly and rather spoil the basic elegance of the discretized integrals. Löhner inverts this traditional rite of passage and starts with data structures. Data structures represent the fundamental architecture used to construct a CFD code. Efficient storage of the mesh, choice of elements, sorting and searching efficiently, linked lists, binary trees, spatial proximity, static and dynamic data derivation, and so on are key considerations and key differentiators between useful and useless CFD. There is clear discussion, illustrated with pseudo-code, of the major issues -I have never seen this in any previous book which purported to inform students about CFD. (My own knowledge in this area was gleaned from painful trial and error and Numerical Recipes, (Press et al., Cambridge University Press).) Next, mesh generation is surveyed along with the various families of generation methodology. Again, helpful pieces of pseudo code inform the reader -CFD is a practical subject to be done rather than admired. The author concentrates heavily on unstructured meshes, but, as he clearly explains, all commercial codes these days are based on unstructured meshes, like it or not.
Next come the flow solvers themselves. The description is hierarchical, starting with basic approximation theory on discrete meshes and working via Laplace to Euler then Navier Stokes. The presentation is in the context of finite element methods but it is easy to translate the message into the alternative finite volume one. (Finite element theory is only used in the sense that linear or quadratic basic functions are deployed to discretize the flow equations onto the mesh; minimum energy principles and so on are not used (they are not valid anyway for transonic flow).) It is nice to see a chapter showing how the discrete equations can be deployed on an edge-based data structure (the current orthodoxy) again supported by helpful pseudo-code. It is nice also to have a chapter describing the Flux Corrected Transport schemes which were a precursor to the modern and more fashionable TVD methods. I had forgotten the simplicity and effectiveness of these FCT schemes and resolved to go back to them myself.
Three more chapters, again focused heavily on efficient data structures, complete the book: mesh movement -for moving bodies etc.; mesh-to-mesh interpolation -for multi-grid etc.; and adaptive mesh refinement.
Overall, an excellent book, thoroughly recommended -the best book on CFD, in my view, since Patrick Roache in 1974 (Computational Fluid Dynamics, Hermosa). If I have a criticism, it is that nowhere does the author make a coherent case for the need for CFD in the first place nor where it fits in the triad wilh experiments and analysis. Nor does he present an interesting enough range of results to convince a non-specialist of the power and the glory of modern CFD. 
